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ABSTRACT

We calculate 9 -* 71- t'IT-+TrI decay amplitude with Sus'skind's

formula. The result is not good if we take all multiperipheral

tree-diagrams. although some of them show very good agreement

with experiment. Charge symmetry is satisfied. We give the

interpretation to Susskind's formula by analogy with the Two-

Fluid Model in superconductivity.
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Recently Susskindl  has proposed an interesting model.  He

pictures that realistic weak and electromagnetic currents are

associated with the localized states in the string model"         "                           2),3)

of the Veneziano amplitude4).  It seems to suggest some

possibilities of treating the weak and the electromagnetic inter-

actions with the same formula as Veneziano's in the strong inter-

actions, if we use "localized" state.

Following the above circumstances, we calculate, for instance,
+-0the 9 -+ 7T +71- +71- decay amplitude with Susskind's formula.

First, we briefly describe Susskind's formulation. The

process through which a scalar field quantum is absorbed at a

space-time point x by a hadronic current  f (x) is described by

the matrix elements.

<  TrI    f  CH)    1 k' . . .

: km>,        ·        Ci)

where  <V       is a vacuum state and   lk, ·'· , k.i,   3..s a
ground state of n hadrons. If these matrix elements are domin-

ated by the resonant hadronic states in the channel  X kIL ,
C

Eq. (1) can be written as

X  <TrI  f Cz)' c>   12-1. Ht < t  T |k» ···.  k . >,               (2)
where 2.K k L . The vectors /L> are the 4-dimensional

L.

oscillator system in Ref. 3) and the vector <-V-  f(7)

is assumed to describe the hadronic string, all elements of which

are localized at a point  Z . This means that when a local

current acts it creates a hadron including its quarks and connect-

ing string all at a point. This is of course only an assumption
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and·may be wrong but we think the suggestion is worth an

investigation. Note that the localization of the string is

always at its center of mass point and the Fourier transfor-

mation of its state vector <+ (q)
1

is described.

<*(1) 1 -. <0 1 -ft   e «r-U)>2 e- i,X'.„.       (3)'
14 /4

where aj  (1) are annihilati on operators of harmonic oscillator

of component X and mode 1 , and X is a center of mass
C.M.

value of coordinate point x on the string.  The strong ampli-

tudes
<i  |    T   |    kl ' 'kn  are the Veneziano amplitudes and we

can write Eq. (2)

tkM  )(c. M.              *

<'Hi) 124M·Tat,) s,iM'
T(k*) ... e       10/>,   (4)

(Fig. 1) where T(ki) is a vertex function at a point where the

particle with the 4-momentum ki enters and si = -(q+kl+....+ki)2.
0

Now, when we apply Eq. (4) to 9 -* Tr++71--+11- , we have only

to put q=0 and regard kl' k2' k3 and k4 as the 4-momentum

of 9, 71-+, 'n-- and Tri respectively but we must assume the

quantum numbers of the state <+(q=0)   as IGJP I 1-0+ to have

the resonant trajectories on the propagator   2 2 (q=0) andq +M

to make the process possible.

Now, from the form of Susskind's formula (4) we have only

to consider the tree-diagrams such as Figs. 2-5 and those obtained

by all permutations of 71-+, Tr- and Tr'· mesons in each diagram as

a "Born" approximation.  Figs. 4, 5 and those obtained f'rom them

by.permutations of 71- mesons have the same contributions as those

from Figs. 2 and 3 because of duality if we calculate them
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taking all possible trajectories. But from the field theo-

retical view point, it is still unresolved whether we should
*

add them or not, so here, we add them temporarily.

We have many trajectories on the internal lines as in

Figs. 2-5 and therefore, we must calculate the amplitudes for

each trajectory on the internal lines and add them,together.

We, however, do not expect the model to give detailed predic-

tions but only the general features of the decay process.

In this spirit, we will take into account only the lightest

particles on the trajectories; for examples, the f meson on

the first internal line in all figures and the S meson on

the third internal line in Figs. 4 and 5.  (The Al meson on

the second internal line in Fig. 2 has the T meson as the

ground state of the same trajectory and there is no problem

in this case.) In fact we notice from'the calculations that

these lowest resonances dominate the contributions to the

amplitudes.

We calculate the amplitude for Fig. 2, following the

methods of Ref. 3) in Appendix, and obtain the result

A(93+3-'0)

-3/  -  3 2 3  -Tl  -   2. 2  T,     +  /• 2  7    -  33-32722-427)2

+  3.7  7-*  - 9.7  71-13    F o. 1 T, TB   +  0,3  73  70                                                (5)
1

*
This point is due to Professor Nambu.
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where T2' T3 and T4 are the kinetic energies of the lT+, Tr-

and  0 mesons respectively.  We can calculate A(+,9,-,0)
(Fig. 3) in the same way as A(9,+3-,O) and obtain for the sum

*

of' them

A(71'+'-'0)+ A(+,9,-,O)

-  -23  -221 71 - /. 9 -n + / / 1  - 24 93- T L - 3.G 7711

+   3. r -42   -  2,1  71 T,    +  0.   9   72 T*    ·+  0,3    73  7-*    .                                                     (6)

For the diagrams obtained by the permutations of T mesons we

have only to permute the suffices in Eq. (5) or Eq. (6);  for

instance,

A (71.+'  0, - )     +   A( + , 9,0,- )     =         3 <-4  4    in     (6)   f   .

Thus we easily have A(n,-,+,O) + A(-,9,+,O), A(9,-,O,+) +

A(-,9,0,+)' A(9,0,+,_) + A(0,9,+,-) and A(9,0,_,+) + A(0,9,-,+).

In order to obtain total amplitude we must add these amplitudes

multiplying them by the following isotopic spin projection

operators respectively,

Tr (T+T, T- 'Te)=- Tr ( 'r* Tf  T„  r _ )

= Tr( T+T- T+To) - -Tr('r T- 71. T+)

=  Tr C 'C, Te T + T_)  -    Ty ( 7-7 Te  T- T + )

(7)
=1.

[                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             1
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where the T spin matrix T, corresponds to the charge state

of  <*(0)| and equal  to  To.   Then we obtain the decay ampli-

tude  for  n -* 71-++'Ir-+71-'  from Figs.  2,  3 and those obtained  from

them by the permutations of K mesons proportional to (apart

from a suitable normalization constant)

F'  =    -4 6-  4 (T a +7-3) - 43'.2 -ra -7  (72+ 73*)

(8)-4996 -42-/77;T3 +2 (71+73) T,

85   -43 - 446 T* - 4995--711-3 T 7-j

25    1   +  10 T*+    ///   T#=   .                                      (93

Eq. (8) satisfies the charge symmetry between Tr+ and Tr- but

even if we take into account the fact that the maximum value

of each pion kinetic energy is about 0.07 Bev, Eq. (8) or

(9) does not express a good linear approximation.  We thus

propose extrapolation, in which higher order terms contribute

considerably. Comparing with the experimental formula

5)

7.4 T* (10)

or

4 6)

0.37  TA-  2£ 3 7  (11))
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we find Eq. (9) is not satisfactory.  But if we add only

some parts of all amplitudes, we find the results are in good

agreement with experiment. For examples,

Tr(TY T+T- Te ){A(9,+  -,0)  + A(+,9,-,O) j

+ Tr< ty 7- 2+ To )   A(71,-3 +, 0) + A( -,9,+, O)  

60    -/26  +  1 23  7* - 2 6-00  7&1  +  4 9 r.2 71 

5      / -   7,  2 ·4    +  /9. 2 7-02  -  39. r   71 73

'V      1  -  9, ET*    -  39· r 7173
and

Tr  (S· T* T_ Te )1  A  (9  +.-, 0) +A (+. 1 -3 0)f t TA (70 T+ 7;  T-)

x  {  A  (1 +· °,   -)  + A  (+.  1.  0.  - )  1   +  7-r ( '[:* T. 'r+To) f A  0, 3  +,   0 )

+A G. *3, +.o) 9 +Tr(T+ 'r- T.T+)  f A (3,-,O.1-) + A (-. 7.0, + )2

*r    -  0. r   +  /2.0  TB   -  2.07-42   -  4.0   71 73

%          1  -2 2 TB   +  7 4  71 T3
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These results are in rather good agreement with Eq. (10)

except the cases in which T4 is very small because of the

smallness of each Ti (max. Ti '2 0.07 Bev). From these re-

sults the disagreement of Eq. (9) comes from the sum of the

contributions of < A(9,0,+,_) + A(0,9,+,-)   and <A(9,0,-,+)
+ A(0,9,-'+)

 
, corresponding to the diagrams in which

0Tr meson is created first and their bad contributions are

due to the appearance of f meson which has a relatively

small mass on the third internal line. Next, we calculate

the amplitudes from Figs. 4, 5 and those obtained from them

by permutations  of 71- mesons  with the  law est trajectory on

each internal line. With the same method as Figs. 2 and 3

we have the decay amplitude proportional to

F" -  3,4 + 1.2(71*T,)-3.274 +  /9.4 (714 -132)

-/3.2  -102.+3£0   71 T)   -3;2   (71* -5)74 (12)

         0 0    - /9    -r      +    / /     T* 2     -    4 9 -Tz T

4       1   -2.  7 T, (13)

This is to be said to agree with Eq. (10) rather well.  But

when we add (8) and (12) we have

12 - T'+ F"

6  -32-4-63-7-4 - 4974 -r - 471-6

1  1 + /271, + /3/ T#     ,                 (14)
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This is still bad, so we have found that the good contributions

from Figs. 4, 5 and more parts of Figs. 2, 3 and those obtained

from them by permutation ·of Tr mesons are dominated by the bad

contributions from the rest fewer parts of Figs. 2 and 3. But

there are some not clear and inaccurate points in this result:

We had Eq. (6) by adding temporarily the contributions from

Figs. 2 and 3 with equal weight (it is the same circumstance

as Eq. (14)) but we should add them with suitable weight fac-

tors coming from the strengths of coupling constants in both

diagrams. They are however, not clear. Furthermore, if we

want to have a better approximation, we must take more internal

trajectories and, when we have much more possible trajectories

in Figs. 4 and 5, (the trajectories shown in Figs. 4 and 5

are not enough) there remains a possibility that the good

contributions from Figs. 4 and 5 dominate. On the other hand,

ii we have other trajectories heavier than f meson on the

third internal lines in Figs. 2 and 3, their contributions

have a tendency to cancel the bad contribution from the f

meson trajectory.

We botain Eq. (9) or Eq. (14) by Taylor expansion taking

the first few terms only but find that there are no consider-

able contributions from higher order terms than the second

term to T4-term, using the relation T2 + T3 + Til = m.rl -31Rn- a=
0.13 Bev.

We must bear in mind, however, that Susskind's model is

very speculative and has some ambiguities and therefore, it
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is no wonder that we have obtained bad results (14) with rough

approximation. In spite of these circumstances. we believe

that his model has an important suggestion for the treatment

of strong and weak interactions: Several years ag07) we

proposed the idea of the "two-fluid" model to treat the weak

and strong interactions by analogy with the same model in·

superconductivity.  We consider the states to be responsible

for the strong (weak) interactions when they are in the

superconducting (normal) states;  electrons can go through the

matter in the superconducting state without any resistance and

their reaction time is short, so it corresponds to the strong

interactions, while in the normal state it conversely corres-

ponds to the weak interactions. The superconducting states

are due to the Cooper pairs of electrons and the states with

such pairs may be considered as nonlocalized states; the nor-

mal states, on the other hand, may be regarded as localized

states. Therefore, we may consider the strong interactions

1'to be the phenomena among the particles in the "nonlocalized

states, and while the weak (including the electromagnetic)

interactions may be considered as the phenomena among the

particles which are related to the "localized" states.  The

aim of this proposition was to relate both kinds of' interactions.

We hoped the differences of the strengths of couplings could

be explained by those of internal structures of the particles.

The fact that the original Veneziano amplitudes, responsible

t for the strong interactions, can be described very well by
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the string model ------ a nonlocal model ----- and now,

following Susskind's model, weak and electromagnetic inter-

actions seems to be describable by the same Veneziano ampli-

tudes if "localized" states are used, may give us some power-

ful hints for the proper formulation of the above problem.

Of course his model is very speculative and we are unable· to

draw a clear cut analogy between the two proposals but as

one step to our "two-fluid" model of interactions we have

calculated the decay amplitude with his model. Apart from

the ambiguity in his model, for instance, the definition .of

localized state <f C q)
1

, it is desirable not to treat the

"two-fluid" states of the particles separately but to treat

them more organically in the future theory. For instance,

it is very interesting if we can formulate the mechanism of

interactions in the following way; the strong interactions

are due to the string states nonlocalized by many quark pairs

on the string corresponding to the Cooper pairs of electrons

in superconductivity, while the weak interactions are due

to the string states localized at a point witout any quark

pairs.
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APPENDIX

A  (7. + . - .o)

4 arli)72 ,         i     Lk*Xe.M.=  <el f 'IT e * 7-(It,)   .1    . T(k*) . 7(k,) e 10>
19 'N k,-+M (4 +6)1+1<

1           2.
-1-1*12       -1+k,=+ 1'17;        -1+Ol,+6)+WI p

= <  dld·X,°l*1   &     -X 1                                  71

0

*- I.7,
00 4

+U)>1    e 34(0 Afrw  Yle,fl.0)-18(,J 111*-4+ fl.(0);60x -F T  e
1=1 Pg

Ar- -->
1    {SI,0)- El' Ot'IT':r+ 6, U)EFU)

xe 73,(0 34(0 1/  2

«    -I-*

Deria    39(1)   1,L      e  6 (0,1*  k,t'x  e

aL. =
... =9=0

1                                                               1

=           & 1  XY,  17*    i.-1.¥ MS   .*-1-,ki+ V' 4-  7(I-1-¥  Ch,+k f-4 m  f
0

1 1 -k  -ikik3 --kt -lk,k 3

* [(i-y'y, 7.9   (1- 9.74*74) ( - "¥,9 (1- 9.1,70

iZ
-Al zk,k3 · 26 k. Ak,k3 -7f  1 -* ll-, 't,j.2£'ll*(1-,9 (,-Y,70

(1 -  M )                (1-70                J
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Now, because the power of each factor in the square

bracket in the integrand is much smaller than 1 (Bev2) near

the physical regions and the region of integration is 0 -v 1,

we neglect the integration variables in the integrand the powers

of which are larger than 2 in the Taylor expansion of each

factor. Finally, inserting the numerical value of each meson

mass after integrating each term and neglecting the terms

including the •n- meson kinetic energies the powers of which are.
larger than 2, we obtain Eq. (5).
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